
History : 
Legacies of Ancient Greece: Philosophers, 
Olympics, education and Theseus - is 
there any truth in the myth?

Geography: 
Mountains: How are they formed?
Volcanoes, Tectonic Plates

French:
To recognise and use the verbs ‘Etre’ and 
‘Avoir’ 
Using description 

DT: Moving Vehicles linked to computing

Year 5 
spring term 1 
2021 – 2022 

Lost in Suspense! 

Mathematics:

Multiplication and Division 
•Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a two digit 
number using a formal written method.
•Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one digit 
and interpret remainders using a formal 
method. 
•Solve problems involving addition and 
subtraction, multiplication and division and a 
combination of these, including understanding 
the use of the equals sign.

Fractions
•Exploring what equivalent fractions, fractions 
greater than 1, improper fractions. 
•Compare and order fractions whose 
denominators are multiples of the same 
number. 

•Adding and subtracting fractions.

Computing - We are programme controllers 
(Links with DT) 
Crumble programme skills: 
in this unit pupils use Crumble to design, build 
and programme a vehicle to overcome 
progressively harder series of driving/ 
programming challenges.

Science:
Continuation with ‘Space’ topic 
-Describe the movement of the Earth, 
and other planets, relative to the Sun in 
the solar system. 
-Describe the movement of the moon 
relative to the Earth
-Moon phases. Lunar month 

English: 
Suspense stories
Our focus texts will be the Alex Rider story 
Stormbreaker. Using this as an inspiration, 
the children will explore features of suspense 
to support them in writing their own suspense, 
adventure story with a focus on tenses.

Myths, fables, legends 
We will explore the language and structure of 
Greek myths.

RE: 
Mission
Children will explore that the experience of 
community is an essential and enjoyable part 
of life for people of every age and faith. It is 
a time to remember how much there is to 
celebrate and a time to know that God’s love is 
offered and made visible here and now in 
Jesus and in people. 
Memorial sacrifice
Children know that being thoughtful for life, 
for people and gifts, is a vital part of our 
relationships with one another.
Children will explore the Eucharist part of the 
Mass. 

PSHE:
•Health and wellbeing focussing on ‘Growing and 
Changing’ and ‘Keeping  safe’.

PE: ‘Social’ 
● To cooperate well with others 

and give helpful feedback.
● Organise roles and 

responsibilities and guide a small 
group through a task. 

● To negotiate and collaborate 
appropriately, to give and 
receive sensitive feedback to 
improve myself and others. 

● To strive to involve others and 
motivate those around me to 
perform better.

Music: Livin’ on a prayer
Children will practise  playing Livin' On A 
Prayer,  learning to sing, play, improvise and 
compose with this song, children will listen and 
appraise other classic rock songs.



Words with -ate, 
plus other suffixes

Words ending in 
-ate, plus other 

prefixes and 
suffixes

Words ending in 
-ate and -ise, plus 
other prefixes and 

suffixes
Words ending in -ise 

and -ify
Words ending in -ify 

and -ation
Words beginning 

with dis-

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

immediately hydrate invigorate enterprise disqualify disappeared

appropriate hydration invigoration improvise disqualification disbelieve

appropriately hydrated January summarise identify disallow

concentrate dehydrated unfortunate symbolise identification disorganise

concentrated dehydration unfortunately turquoise justify disapprove

concentrating incriminate vertebrate uprise justification disapproval

demonstrate incriminated accessory utilise purify discovering

demonstrated investigate accessorise vandalise purification disregarded

demonstrative investigation personal classify solidify distributed

demonstrating investigated personalise classification solidification disallowed

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

score 
/10

Geckos’ group and Lions’ groups spellings



Spellings for this term are a mix of common exception words from previous years. There are also at least 2 words 
each week that are from the Year 5 spelling patterns. 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

certain investigate unfortunately classify identify disapprove 

uncertain investigation personal group garden disappear

centre there friend grouping gardner history 

recentre their people regroup improve historian 

where they’re forget different gymnastics ancient 

were whole February August October November

score 
/6

score 
/6

score 
/6

score 
/6

score 
/6

score 
/6

Penguins’ group spellings 


